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5.0 out of 5 stars By Nan on April 8, 2016CONSISTENTLY GOOD."Every single one holds your

interest , with a mixture of suspense, good police work, and great characters."5.0 out of 5 stars By

Rebecca H.on April 20, 2016I ADORE THESE"This series has been

amazing..."***************************************WHERE'S MY SON? What would you do if your son

went missing? How far would you go to get him back?  Michael Barton comes home to find his

infant son gone. There's no trace of the kidnappers, and the police have no leads. He makes a

promise to his wife and is driven to fulfill it. Detective Jason Strong led the task force to find

Michael's son, and has become his friend. But as Michael's darkness grows, Jason fears he's the

only one who can stop the events that will change everyone, before It's too

late.***************************************THE FIRST 10 JASON BOOKS IN ONE SET- *AN OVER

$14.00 VALUE - JUST

6.50https://www..com/Detective-Strong-Mysteries-SUSPENSE-MYSTERY-ebook/dp/B00UVYSK5M
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It might be "clean suspense" to some, but it is a violent thriller.The first half of the book is a clean

mystery. The second half is dark, depressing, and not my style. I could not finish reading it.It starts

out with a kidnapped baby, and moves to a angry revenge filled murderous father out to get his son

back.So glad I only bought the first book in the series.

I chose 4 stars over 5 because the book just wasn't long enough. The story kept me reading, and

kept me engaged. The characters were decently developed, but I felt there needed to be more. I felt

I was watching a sitcom on TV. I no more got into it and it was over.I understand this is a series and

I have not read any others, but the end of the book, I only got a glimpse of who the main character

is other than basic information. He is a police officer a Christian, and he will do the right thing. All

good things, but I know nothing else about him.All in all, I really enjoyed the book. I would

recommend it. I hope that as the author grows and develops that his books will too.On a different

note, it was truly refreshing to read a suspense book with no foul language and no sex. The author

shows his character by developing a story that I would let my teenager read with no concern about

any garbage he may read. Kudos, Mr.Dalglish.

The story opens with a kidnapping: Mom naps on the couch while the baby sleeps in his room. But

shortly after they fall asleep, someone enters an unlocked door and kidnaps the infant. The police

never find any suspects nor do they find the boy, but they believe he is dead.Ten years later the

mother is diagnosed with cancer: she seems to have lost the will to live and just has no desire or

energy to fight. The doctor said it is only a matter of months anyway.So 10 years after his son is



born, this father finds himself alone: his son was kidnapped a few months after birth, and now his

wife is dead. Something inside him demands retribution. The police aren't doing anything about it,

but can he?I really liked this story. You could absolutely relate to Michael, the father who lost his

son. And as one who has watched my daughter suffer the loss of 5 miscarriages, I also fully

understand how Wade's family felt.However, I agree with other reviewers that some things might be

a little bit of a stretch: Michael had no experience with finding people or breaking into places yet he

does so with little difficulty. And he has no hesitation committing violent acts. With no known violent

tendencies he certainly seems to have become very adept very quickly. And there is absolutely no

sense of remorse: he is consumed by his dark side - by his need for vengeance.But the weirdest

thing is that no matter what he does, he still believes he will get his son back, and the two of them

will become a family. Nothing delusional there!Still, the story is one that could be all too real in our

world. (Well, maybe not the "and then we will live happily ever after" part.) Children really are

kidnapped from their own beds while family members sleep a few feet away. A sad comment on our

society / world , but a reality. Some of these children are never found so we have seen what that

kind of heartache, loss, and suffering can do to the human spirit. There is only so much one heart

can bear before it breaks.Read this story to discover just where Michael's breaking point was and

what he did about it. It is a gripping story.

Normally. When I am reading a series I wait until I finish the last book to post a review. This read

was entertaining and well written. What was really fantastic was there were no four letter words nor

any sexual encounter described in detail. This book is entertaining and well written a and keeps

your attention from beginning to end. Thank you for this well written book. Looking forward to the

reading the rest of the series.

When a baby is stolen from his house, life, of course, is never the same for anyone involved. It

could so easily happen. Your heart goes out to the baby's family and you keep hoping the detective

will find the baby. I don't want to give away any spoilers, but there are 2 tragic families in this book.

Yes, there are some editing problems and Michael seems to get the info he needs way too easy.

However, the writer kept my interest throughout and I just overlooked those things. There have been

some mentions that the end is not what a police department would do. I, liked the ending, given the

circumstances. That there might be a detective who would do what this one did is believable to me.

Perhaps most would do differently, but some might follow the heart and end it that way. I like this

well enough that I bought the other books about this detective.



I originally read this boo, wanting a new author and this is Dalglish's (a top seller) first. is a top

seller, It is a good read and I recommend it to others. I have rated it 3 because of two caveats: first

The time line is off causing the detective(s) to seem wanting in logic and intelligence. My second

reason may be unfair, but is a pet peeve -- All Right is two words, there is no word Alright. British

writers always use the later, and it bugs me, DalGlish used BOTH. All Ready and Already do not

mean the same thing.

This would make a great "made for TV movie". The author told a wonderful story that started out

with lots of heartache and turned into something much, much darker. To see how two different

families deal with love and loss was incredible.

Wow, this reads like a good Lifetime movie. I didn't understand why a nice family man like Michael

could commit these acts, but then I began to realize that after all he'd been through, he was

mentally disturbed. I held my breath the last 20 pages. I hope the next one in the series answers my

questions. I'm glad to have discovered this author. I really like the way he described the love and joy

of a baby, although the loss was heartbreaking. I believe Daglish must be a father himself.
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